
New Kadampa Traditi6n 
International Kadampa Buddhist Union 

22nd April 2012 

To Nick Gillespie 

I am writing this letter on behalf of the NKT Education Council regarding your forthcoming book 

"Where Happiness Is". In the preface of your book you indicate that you are a pure and qualified 

NKT Teacher. Clearly you are saying this publicly in order to fulfil your personal aim which is the 

opposite of Geshe-Ia's intention to flourish pure Kadam Dharma. 

On the 21st July 2009 the Education Council removed you from the position of an NKT Resident 

Teacher. If you are a pure and qualified NKT Teacher then why did the Education Council remove you 

from your position? Without permission you cannot use Geshe-Ia's name, NKT's name or any of the 

NKT Dharma Centres in your book to show yourself as a qualified Buddhist writer. If you do this 

without permission from the NKT Education Council then the NKT will engage in legal action against 

you to seek compensation for the great damage in the future to the NKT's development both 

spiritually and materially. You should also know that you have a legal agreement with the NKT which 

you signed so you will have broken this agreement. 

Because we are very worried that your actions will cause people confusion and to follow in a 

different direction and in this way NKT quickly will be destroyed. So to prevent these dangers the 

Members of the weekly meeting of the Education Council made the decision and are asking the 

Admin Directors of all the NKT Dharma Centres including in particular KMC New York City to cease 

the connection between the Centre and yourself Nick Gillespie. This ban will be effective on the 29th 

April 2012. 

Yours sincerely 

~PCoVJ~~ 
Steve Cowing 

General Secretary of the Education Council 

Copy to the Admin Directors of all NKT Dharma Centres 
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